iPHONE COVERS

Pattern Case is a premium quality, silky silicone case with a slim fit design. Its colorful and fashionable pattern design gives a lively and exciting look to your iPhone.

- Silky silicone feeling
- Premium-quality silicone keeps its shape over time
- Tight and slim fit design, gives protection and minimum bulkiness

WIDEBANDS

3/4” wide bands are a very popular alternative to standard size silicone wristbands. The extra width gives you more space for your custom message or logo, making it more eye-catching and bold.

SILICONE WATCHES

These silicone watches have a distinctly modern appeal with their boxy design and bold solid colours. The band of each watch is made from a soft silicone material.

SILLY BANDS

Kids everywhere are going wild over Silly Bandz. These colorful Silly Bandz are made of silicone and die molded in many different fun shapes.

FOR MORE INFO CALL RANDY AT 800-330-1343 EXT 115 OR EMAIL RANDY AT RANDY@GALLANTGIFTS.COM
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